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ABSTRACT

In selecting course at University, graduated students from high school rarely exposed with the information regarding with the courses offered. This lack of information about university’s courses may lead to a problem which student may choose course that less preferences. This research aims to design and develop a Decision Support System (DSS) that can be used to assist students in selecting preferable course according to their interests and talents. The DSS named Majorio. The system build according to the curriculum 2013 and multiple information theories. Majorio is developed using combination of two algorithms/functions: Fuzzy Analytical Network Process (FANP) and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). This combined function is used to calculate a combination of talents and academic competence and analyze how far the individual match against course. The methodology used in the development of Majorio is Web Methodology Language. This requires five stages including: requirement analysis, conceptual modelling, implementation, testing and implementation, deployment. Since Majorio is a web-based application, it will be accessed in majorio.org. Majorio is developed using PHP as a medium for data access which is supported by Apache web service while Javascript is used as a criterion calculating machine on the client side. The results of this study are 10 criteria used in determining the course, Majorio DSS design formed into Unified Modeling Language (UML), and Comparison ranking between Fuzzy ANP and Fuzzy ANP TOPSIS resulting in calculation of Fuzzy ANP TOPSIS more accurate than Fuzzy ANP. In summary, the analysis of study show that 80% respondent students agree that Majorio can help them in selecting preferable course according to their interests and talents.
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